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The GitHub repo for the project contains mainly files documenting
the research process and project updates; the source code project

for the CORE website; and the finished project's GitHub repo
contains the source code files for the wireless monitoring program

and the project's associated documentation. The project was
primarily an introductory course for new researchers to the realm
of wireless monitoring through the use of two case studies. The
two cases included a multimedia data acquisition system that

consisted of two Red Routers and two Arduino boards. This project
was completed during the Spring 2017 semester and was

intended to provide an overview of wireless monitoring for a new
user of the technology. The second case study was polynomial
encryption and voice analysis system in which students used

Python scripts with the Numpy library to make modifications to
the program in order to create a voice detection program.

Industrial Petting is a game developed by Rockstar North and
published by Rockstar Games. The original release date of

Industrial Petting for Nintendo 64 was February 6, 2000. The game
was also released on Game Boy Color, PlayStation 2, PlayStation
3, PlayStation Portable, PlayStation Vita, Wii, Xbox 360, Windows,
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iOS, Nintendo 3DS and Wii U. Gaw, youre a popular sort! If you are
a member of another cheat site, your account will be banned. The
following are some benefits of being a member: Your account will

be protected from spam and other malicious users. It will be
possible to connect with your favorite community. Learn more
about our anti-spam policies here. Send a Message to admin
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